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On February 14, 2020, General Secretary of the Chinese Communist Party

and Chairman of the Central Military Commission, Xi Jinping, emphasized

the need to incorporate biosecurity into China’s national security system.

In China, biosecurity is a euphemism for “bio-based war” because so much

of Chinese military doctrine is devoted to the offensive use of

biotechnology.

The 2011 version of “Chinese People’s Liberation Army Military Language”

provides the following definition:

Biological warfare refers to the use of biological weapons to injure humans

and animals and destroy crops. It was formerly called germ warfare. In

combat, biological warfare agents are used in various ways to cause

epidemics in the opponent’s army and the rear area, and large areas of

crops are necrotic, so as to achieve the purpose of weakening the

opponent’s combat effectiveness and destroying its war potential.”

But China’s military distinguishes between traditional biological warfare

and “bio-based war” using “military biotechnology.”
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In his 2012 article “Development of military biotechnology and the future

of bio-based war,” Major General Fu-Chu He wrote:

In future wars, military biotechnology will promote the bio-based weaponry

and equipment, bio-based forces and bio-based combat style.”

It is important to note that Major General Fu-Chu He was President of the

Academy of Military Medical Sciences, Vice President of China’s Academy

of Medical Sciences, an Alternate Member of the 18th Central Committee

of the Chinese Communist Party and Vice Director of Scientific and

Technical Committee affiliated to Central Military Commission, which is

China’s equivalent of the U.S. Department of Defense’s DARPA, the

Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency.

That is, Major General Fu-Chu He was Xi Jinping’s closest military advisor

on matters of “biosecurity.”

The distinction between bio-based war and biological warfare was

described in a November 9, 2020 article by retired Colonel Xin Yang, who

is a professor in the Department of Military Teaching and Research at

Nanjing University.
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Colonel Yang views general biological war using traditional bioweapons as

having many of the same limitations as nuclear warfare in terms of their

potential widespread destructive power.

He prefers the scalpel of bio-based war to the sledgehammer of biological

warfare.

Aspects of bio-based war include:

Micro-attack: “Nonlethal” bioweapons is a concept that runs through

recent Chinese military doctrine. That is, bioweapons that do not kill

humans, animals and plants or attack them at the macroscopic level, but

destroy the structure and physiological functions of humans, animals and

plants via microscopic molecular structures and functions.

Moderated conquest: Instead of killing the enemy, bio-based warfare

agents can temporarily disable the enemy and prevent participation in war

or kill and injure by specific race or ethnicity in a limited way using genetic

bioweapons.

Biotechnology-information technology superiority: Greatly increase

China’s military superiority and deterrence level by fusing information-

based warfare with bio-based war using advanced biotechnologies.

Bio-based war operational approaches: Citing the SARS 2002-2004 and

COVID19 pandemics as examples, the secret initiation of epidemics during

war to reduce the enemy’s fighting capability or in “pre-war” situations to

prevent potential adversaries from mobilizing effectively on the eve of

war.

Vaccines as bio-based weapons: Vaccines with “backdoors” can be bio-

based warfare vectors present as biological time bombs once inside the
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body or creating vulnerabilities to future bioweapon attacks. The

introduction of such “backdoor” vaccines into the U.S. population is

especially risky in inadequately regulated joint vaccine production

ventures between Chinese and U.S. pharmaceutical companies, not unlike

the introduction of Chinese surveillance capabilities inside Chinese

instrumentation and software deployed in the United States.

The above-described developments are not occurring in isolation.

People’s Liberation Army Colonel Ji-Wei Guo’s 2010 book “Bio-based war—

Reconfiguring Military Strategy for a New Era” highlights the necessity for

integrating information warfare with bio-based war to manipulate a

disease outbreak or pandemic using propaganda, spread disinformation

and create chaos and fears, all elements of the COVID-19 experience.

That and other approaches supporting bio-based war have been

incorporated in the 2021 Chinese Communist Party’s 14th Five-Year Plan,

which mandated the fusion of the biotechnology and information

technology research sectors, in particular, artificial intelligence, as well as

the massive collection of human genetic (DNA) information into China’s

databases from both Chinese people and internationally.

The “success” of the People’s Liberation Army’s first-

generation, bio-based warfare agent, COVID-19, has only

accelerated China’s military ambitions.
Lawrence Sellin, Ph.D. is retired U.S. Army Reserve colonel and a veteran

of Afghanistan and Iraq. He had a civilian career in international business

and medical research. His email address is lawrence.sellin@gmail.com.

Anna Chen can be followed on Twitter @2020Gladiator
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Hello Commenters!

The Gateway Pundit is always committed to ensuring your voice can and

will be heard. To reinforce that commitment, we are switching our

commenting platform to Insticator. Don’t worry! All you have to do is create

a commenting account with Insticator, and then you will be able to link

past comments into your new Insticator account. For more information,

we’ve written an article that you can read HERE. If you have any feedback

or questions about your Insticator commenting account, please email them

at: commenting-help@insticator.com.
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Joe Hoft

Joe Hoft is the twin brother of TGP's founder, Jim Hoft, and a contributing editor at TGP. Joe's
reporting is often months ahead of the Mainstream media as was observed in his reporting on the
Mueller sham investigation, the origins of the China coronavirus, and 2020 Election fraud. Joe was a
corporate executive in Hong Kong for a decade and has years of experience in finance, IT, operations
and auditing around the world. The knowledge gained in his career provide him with a unique
perspective of current events in the US and globally. He has ten degrees or designations and is the
author of three books. Joe is currently co-host of the morning radio show in St. Louis at 93.3
"Tomorrow's News Today". His new book: 'In God We Trust: Not in Lying Liberal Lunatics' is out now -
please take a look and buy a copy.
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Especially Plausible Deniability. We are approaching the

appearance of the For Real Chinavirus. The Chicoms are so

con�dent of victory they don't try to camou�age their tactics

anymore.

1 Reply

catapult

Bill Halcott Oct 31

Correct. They've been working on a race-speci�c bioweapon

targeting - guess who - that fountain of all evil on the

planet, the Caucasians. I read that this project has been

underway for about ten years so pretty soon we should see

it loosed upon the planet.



Reply

tmt1958

Oct 31

Bejing needs to be a glass parking lot as does Afghanistan.



Reply

celticross

Oct 30

Of course, Beijing Biden and his thugs will be glad to

cooperate in any way they can to help their CCP buddies

out...no matter how many Americans may have to be

sacri�ced on the altar of globalism. Joey says, "Keep those

viruses comin', boys, and we'll keep lockin' 'em down."
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Rose White

Oct 30

We are walking towards Armageddon so best start reading

your Bibles and stop worrying about the pagans and atheists

as they are doomed to slaughter.



2 Reply
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Bill Halcott

Rose White Oct 31

Amen.
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catapult

Rose White Oct 31

Wish it were so. Right now they are thriving.



Reply

StopNonsense

Oct 30

Biowarfare is a poor man's nuclear weapon. To grow an army

of hardware takes time and China likely want Taiwan sooner

than later. The danger is losing control of the virus, like

COVID.



3 Reply

catapult

StopNonsense Oct 31

And for that reason the CCP is (and for a long time has

been) working on race-speci�c bioweapons aimed at - you

guessed it - that evil boogie man, Caucasians.



1 Reply

celticross

StopNonsense Oct 30

It'd be such a shame if one of their bugs got loose and only

attacked CCP goon DNA...
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catapult

celticross Oct 31 Edited
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celticross Oct 31 Edited

Well if you read the news they are getting slammed by

COVID right now, even as we write. But don't assume that

is an accident. The CCP has been trying to reduce China's

population �rst by limiting family size, then through

forced abortions, now by injecting toddlers with deadly

"vaccines". The CCP wants a population that is easier to

dominate/manage, thus the drive to depopulation.

3 Reply

Show 4 more replies

Wasao わさお

Oct 30

China has continue working on bio-warfare:SARS-CoV3 year

2022, SARS-CoV4 year 2023, SARS-CoV5 year 2024 ?



2 Reply

OldDodge

Oct 30

Nuke 'em from orbit, its the only way to be sure.



1 Reply

celticross

OldDodge Oct 30

China now owns the high ground. We'd probably be the

nukee rather than the nuker. Too bad Trump didn't have a

little more time to develop Space Force.



1 Reply

TAMPACITYGIRL

Oct 30

No wonder why China volunteered to put up labs everywhere

for Covid testing. They wanted our DNA. Which I �gured thats

why but this just con�rms it.
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